
  
 

VRSCF MUSCLE REPLACEMENT BAFFLE  
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

                                         
1. Make sure your bike is properly secured and cannot tip before proceeding with installation. You may want to 

consider removing the exhaust from your bike first when replacing the baffles. 
 

2. Remove the 5/16” nut, bolt, and lock washer assembly on each of the exhaust. These are located on the back 
towards the outlet side. Keep these as you will need them to secure your replacement baffles in place later on. 

 
3. Drill out the 4 rivets (2 per exhaust) that hold the nameplates in place using an 1/8” drill bit. 

 
4. Using the bar that goes across the back end, hook the factory baffles and pull them out. If you did not drill out the 

rivets the baffles will come out about 6” before getting stuck on the rivets.  
 

5. Slip your replacement baffles into the pipes making sure that the end with the bar across it is facing the outlet side 
and that the slot lines up with the hole where you will tighten the bolt and nut. 

 
6. Make sure the baffles are secure and tight fitting or they will rattle. 

 
7. Using the 5/16” nut, bolt, and lock washer assembly from the factory baffles tighten down the replacement baffles 

in the same manner that the factory baffles were. 
 

8. Using the rivets supplied and a rivet gun (not supplied) put the tab performance name plates back on. Failure to 
do so will allow exhaust to leak out the rivet holes. 
 

9. If you have a TAB Performance Auto Tuner it will automatically adjust after riding 20-30 miles. If you have a TAB 
Performance Fuel manager it should be changed to MAP #5 for the 2 ½” Baffle and MAP #7 for the 1 ¾” Baffle.  
 

10. Before starting your bike make sure to wipe all the fingerprints off your exhaust. Running the bike before cleaning 
the exhaust can burn residue onto the surface which can make it more difficult to remove.  
 

11. After checking that you’ve tightened all fasteners, ride the bike for several hours and then re-check all fasteners. 
Temperature changes and vibration can sometimes cause fasteners to loosen. You should always check critical 
fasteners on a regular basis as part of your bikes maintenance. 
 
 

 
 

 
Do not clean ceramic coated parts with any harsh chemicals such as brake, or engine cleaner. Strong chemicals can cause damage to the coating which is not 
covered under warranty. Clean exhaust pipes with soap and water only. Bluing, ceramic coat peeling, and/or discoloration is not covered under warranty, it is a 
result of improper tuning, cam timing, engine timing, jetting, overheating etc. It is not caused by defective manufacturing. The mufflers and components offered 

may not meet EPA emissions and noise guidelines and may be restricted to off-road use only. The name Harley-Davidson ® are trademarks of Harley-Davidson ® 
and is utilized for reference purpose only, and in no way are they intended to imply any association with Harley-Davidson ®. 

 

 
 

 
 


